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Sterre Otten Miss Moraaa
“Miss Moraaa” is a documentary project about Bram Mooren: a twenty year old artist and 
drag queen. Bram has an open-minded personality in which he will not be stopped by 
anyone and will always follow his dreams. Using his own body as the starting point for his 
artistic expression, Bram has been designing clothing, accessories and products to create 
his own identity - an alter ego named Miss Moraaa. Through his work, he wants to set an 
example for other young people who are exploring and searching for their own identity. 
By photographing his personal life, and all his adventures in and out of drag, I aim to give 
both Bram and Miss Moraa the stage to express themselves and show their way of living life.

In my work, I feel a responsibility to tell and relay the often unseen and unheard stories that 
people carry with them. As my projects follow in the tradition of long-term 
documentary photography, my image series’ are usually developed by conducting 
extensive research on my subject matter - that being people and places who have gone 
through very different experiences in life than myself.  

By exploring this “new world” within my process, I ask myself questions like: how does 
someone do something and why does that person make this choice?[a] Curiosity and 
admiration often lead me to my next project, and give them a personal touch. For 
example, in "Miss Moraaa", I capture the life of Bram: a young artist whose life and attitude 
endlessly fascinate me. He doesn’t care what others say or think, and doesn’t let himself be 
defined by others, which is a quality I admire because the opinions of others have a great 
effect on my own decision making. In my work, I want to get close and explore what goes 
on 'behind the scenes' of the people that I photograph.

About Sterre Otten

Contact info:

W: www.sterreotten.com
T: 0646255992
M: sterreotten@live.nl
I: @sterreotten
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Nathalie Westerveld Omdat ik op je lijk
Since I was a child, I have always been compared to my relatives.
This happens when I dress or behave in a certain way.
These comparisons are only made towards my dad’s side of the family, and I’ve always 
experienced these negatively because no good traits or features were linked or named in 
the moment.

As a result, I have always had a bad image of the Westerveld family.
Together with various family members Westerveld, I look for the similarities in our 
appearance and behavior.

We look for that inner connection.

I feel that within my family we don’t dwell on the fact that we are a family.
It is important for myself to realize that I have a family and that I share something with 
someone. This can be something that is only found within, or, for example, the same set of 
lips. By researching this I have come to appreciate everyone more and I have continued to 
look at the person themselves, rather than just our similarities.

I share something with you.

Let’s talk about that.

Nathalie Westerveld is a photographer based in the Netherlands. Her work always arises 
from a personal experience, whether it be family oriented or a place or person who is close 
to her. 

She finds the answers to the questions she has through photography and video montage as 
well as visual experiments in drawing and collage. 

Although starting from her personal life, her works evolve as the people and places she 
photographers become fully involved within the work. 

She stands for creating a unique and deeply personal yet universal story that goes beyond 
the singular.   

By telling the story of someone else, Nathalie tells her own story, and through her different 
methodologies she challenges the viewer to become acquainted with the unknown, to 
relate to it and to form their own opinions. 

About Nathalie Westerveld

Contact info:

W: www.nathaliewesterveld.com
T: +31 622131642  
M: info@nathaliewesterveld.com 
I: @nathalie.westerveld
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Willemijn Heldoorn A Memorial of Something that Never 
Happened
A Memorial of Something that Never Happened is a project about farewell and staying 
behind. Taking inspiration from books like the Bible, the Tripitaka and the Qur’an, the 
photographic and spatial imprints of hands that make up this work aim to create a visual 
translation of grief and offer a renewal of existing rituals around funerals.

The project’s materialisation is also driven by the feeling that Western funeral rites do not 
correspond to what I need when saying goodbye, and so I work with materials that do. 
For me, textiles radiate softness and security whilst clay and plaster are ephemeral.

At first glance, the imprints of hands (which show the presence of humans without us 
being fully present) seem like artifacts dug up from an archaeological excavation. In this 
instance, the surface of these prints seem to tell us something about the time and action 
of a new ritual and the feeling of loss. By working in an analytical way, removing themes 
from the context but leaving the essence intact, a personal view of grief is created, whilst 
it retains its universal theme.

In my projects I reflect on subjects that arise from situations that I experience or encounter 
in daily life. Often these subjects experiences or situations that are not tangible, but just 
felt. By creating work, I can put these feelings or situations into perspective and tell them 
in a visual way.

I am an intuitive maker and thinker, and so my intuition is an important and guiding factor 
within my process. It is how I decide on methodologies and choose the topics I research. 
I enjoy working on projects for a longer period of time so I can fully envelop myself in my 
subject and concentrate on it.  By conducting extensive material and academic research, 
my creative process is triggered as I look for situations or feelings that I encounter about 
my subject in order to incorporate them into my projects. These studies guide my process, 
and are not only a trigger to start making but also part of my work itself.

Whilst photographing and making I take an almost directorial role, so that I can depict my 
feelings in the best possible way. Besides creating a tangible atmosphere, the tactility of 
materials is an important means for me to convey an intangible and invisible subject to 
the viewer. I reflect on personal experiences and the subjects I photograph relate to my 
inner perception and feeling.

About Willemijn Heldoorn

Contact info:
W: www.willemijnheldoorn.com
T: 0657276168
M: willemijnheldoorn@hotmail.com
I: @willemijnheldoorn
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Daan Russcher A Threefold Experience of Spaces
‘A Threefold Experience of Spaces’ has its beginnings in the way I first 
encountered the physical environment of the industrial property in the 
periphery of the city of Utrecht. Passing by it’s immense structure almost every 
day,  the area first caught my eye because of its raw character. However, it was 
also a place of banality - one which I could hardly absorb or reflect on once I 
wasn’t near it. 

In order to pervade this banality, this project focuses on the material fragments 
and characterics of this peripheral area. Through photographs, found and 
self-made material (like concrete), I deconstruct and fragment this illusive 
industrial space and create my own. By bringing the fragmented works back 
to the place they were once from, I re-relate them to their place of origin and 
create a tension between the different realities they hold. 

Contact info:
W: www.daanrusscher.com
T: 0646806644
M: daanrusscher@live.nl
I: @daanrusscher

The research at the core of my work focuses on the spatial representation of 
urban areas. I aim my attention at fairly banal materials and objects that I find 
during my encounters with these areas and, because my personal experience is 
central to my work, I create a visual document that shows a different view of the 
traditional representation of areas.

I often start my projects by immersing myself in a specific place through 
photographic documentation. Subsequently, I use an intuitive method during 
the creative process, in which I form my own interpretation of this perception 
by applying digital interventions and constructing my own materials.

About Daan Russcher
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Roeland Lenoir No Legs To Ground Us, on the 
Bottom that Shifts with Every Wave
Can we talk about control in our lives? Over anything? To me, it feels like we are all just 
floating in the stream that is our daily lives. Only to, every now and then, be crushed by a 
big wave. We come up to the surface disoriented with the innate realisation that we have 
no control over when the next wave hits us. This is how I see life: a series of waves that wash 
over me.

In ‘No Legs To Ground Us, on the Bottom that Shifts with Every Wave’ these feelings of 
powerlessness are visualised in a dialogue between images and self-written poetry. By 
photographing those closest to me, people who have an impact on how I experience life, 
I symbolise the memories and moments that are important to me. 
In turn, the poetry reflects on the feeling of losing control told through the metaphor of the 
sea: her waves, currents, ebb and flow.

I am a photographer driven by emotion.
For me, there is a very thin line between all emotions. My work is about walking that thin line. 
By combining portrait and landscape photography with poetry, I weave these two distinct 
methodologies together to tell a single story. This way, I aim to show different sides to the 
same story. 

In my work, I am always looking for a way to connect with the viewer, to let them reflect. 
My work is a platform built from my own experiences, view on the world and emotions. 
The viewer can use this platform to project their own emotions and feelings on to, 
as we discover and reflect on these subjects together.  

I love using the meaning of every word in every conceivable way. I write about how we all 
hurry through life without stopping to enjoy the beautiful surroundings we pass by on a 
daily basis. I write about my feelings, my passions, my observations of the world: from the 
smallest of things to the biggest question of what the meaning of it all is. There are so many 
words to describe a scene, so many ways to express oneself. I’m driven by the pursuit of 
finding the right words, of finding the right light, to give those in front of me the power that 
they need.

About Roeland Lenoir

Contact info:
W: www.roelandlenoir.com
T: +31 6 23868395
M: info@roelandlenoir.com
I: @roelandlenoir
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Eline de Bruijn Unattainable
In this project you will be introduced to my inner struggles with my appearance. Makeup 
plays a big part in this effort to reach for perfection. I feel controlled by makeup, and I hold 
the control when I put makeup. In this project there is a counter movement in which there is 
room to let go of this control.

‘Unattainable’ researches to what limit I’m willing to go to to fulfilling the beauty ideals within 
our society. It is where reality and social media merge, and where a new world appears: a 
world where beauty ideals and striving for perfection are an important part of a woman’s 
daily struggle in today’s society.  

Within this work, these (often unattainable) standards and our desire to hold ourselves to 
them both fascinate me and influence the way I see myself. I am fascinated with people who 
are, to the point of absurdity, concerned with external perfection. In a way, I see them as an 
extreme version of myself. Seeing pictures of them on social media causes me to become 
more aware of my own appearance in relation to them. Yet, I’m also aware of how easy it is 
for one to adjust their appearance on the internet - and that in turn convinces me that the 
extension of myself, that extreme version of myself, does not exist - and what’s more difficult 
then trying to live up to something that isn’t real?

My work stems forth from my fascination with mankind’s pursuit towards perfection. The 
beauty ideals forced onto us within society play a big part of this, a subject with which I have 
a lot of affinity, and one which is a constant source of inspiration to me. I am often looking 
for an extreme version of myself and like to show the more absurd side of my subjects. There 
is this crazy dream world stuck in my head which I find extremely interesting to let out and 
share in the form of staged images or designed scenarios.

About Eline de Bruijn

Contact info:
T: +31 6 17441255
M: emdebruijn@outlook.com
I: @elinemdebruijn
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Nathan van Ewijk A Room Whitin
A Room Within consists of multiple video-recordings Nathan 
made in his room over a long period of time. With the work 
he’s exploring the relationship between a sensory 
perceptible reality and a subjective emotional reality. 
Establishing a consciousness of subtle, mostly natural 
phenomena. Familiar presences that seem to have more 
influence on the experience of a space than we tend to 
recognize.

Crossing bridges between photography, film, temporary 
site specific works and performances. In search of another 
language whereby spoken and written words fade into the 
background. Accentuating the subtle and overlooked voice 
of our surroundings while striving for simplicity.

About Nathan van Ewijk 

Contact info:
W: www.nathanvanewijk.nl
T: +31 6 22833267
M: nathanvewijk@gmail.com
I: @nathanvanewijk
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About Nathan van Ewijk 

Contact info:
W: www.nathanvanewijk.nl
T: +31 6 22833267
M: nathanvewijk@gmail.com
I: @nathanvanewijk


